
DISPLAY FIELD CREW GUIDE 
Headed up by Jeff VanArsdale 203-215-1167  JVAMG@OPTONLINE.NET 

This Crew includes the following Positions; 
➢ DIRECTION PERSON (1) required per shift DESCRITPION: 

* Located at Left Turn into DISPLAY FIELD.  
* Tell the drivers to go to the CLASS DIRECTION PERSON at the center of the field for 
 direction to their Class. 
* Keep Display Vehicles moving towards the Class Direction Person at the Center of 
the Display Field.  Please keep an eye the amount of wear on the grass.  Move traffic 
to the next Class row if the grass is being warn excessively. 
* Directs Vendors to Vendor Row. 
* First two Vendor spaces are reserved for Club Silent Auction, Regalia, and  
Membership Tents. 
* With the exception of Vendors, ONLY BRITISH VEHICLES ALLOWED BEYOND  
THIS POINT. 
* Inform Vendors where Vendor Row is located. 
* For safety reasons WE CAN NOT ALLOW TRAILERS ON THE DISPLAY FIELD UNLESS 
. THEY ARE VENDORS.  
 

➢ CLASS DIRECTION PERSON (1) required per shift DESCRIPTION: 
* Located at the CENTER the of the DISPLAY FIELD to direct Vehicles toward  
their proper Class. 
* Directs Vendors to Vendor Row. 
* First two Vendor spaces are reserved for Club Silent Auction Tent and  
Membership 
 

➢ PARKERS (6) required per shift DESCRIPTION: 
* Ideally, the Display Field will be divided in (6) sections with (1) parker per section. 
* Parkers ensure that the display vehicles are directed to their proper Class. 
* Parkers will direct the owners to park the vehicles, aligning front wheels on the 
  white line. 
* Remind drivers to fill out Reg Form and bring it to the Reg Tent and pick up their 

 Packet. 
* Please stay alert to ensure that cars are not wandering aimlessly through the Field. 
* If a Class has two rows, fill both rows evenly and allow space for Vendors to enter 

  * Direct Vendors to Vendor Row. First two spots are for CT MG Club Silent Auction, 
Regalia and Membership. 

* Keep Vendors from expanding too far into the Display Field 
* First two Vendor spaces are reserved for CT MG Club Silent Auction Regalia and 

 Membership. 
  * MORGAN 3/4 Group will probably have a hospitality tent set up in Vendor row  

at the end of the MORGAN CLASS near the east entrance to the display field. 
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